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Fi el d of Sh adows: Th e En gl i sh Cri cket Tour of Nazi
Germ an y 1937
By Dan Waddell

Transworld Publishers Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Field of Shadows: The
English Cricket Tour of Nazi Germany 1937, Dan Waddell, Adolf Hitler despised cricket, considering it
un-German and decadent. And Berlin in 1937 was not a time to be going against the Fuhrer's
wishes. But hot on the heels of the 1936 Olympics, an enterprising cricket fanatic of enormous
bravery, Felix Menzel, somehow persuaded his Nazi leaders to invite an English team to play his
motley band of part-timers. That team was the Gentlemen of Worcestershire, an ill-matched group
of mavericks, minor nobility, ex-county cricketers, rich businessmen and callow schoolboys - led by
former Worcestershire CC skipper Major Maurice Jewell. Ordered 'not to lose' by the MCC, Jewell
and his men entered the 'Garden of Beasts' to play two unofficial Test matches against Germany.
Against a backdrop of repression, brutality and sporadic gunfire, the Gents battled searing August
heat, matting pitches, the skill and cunning of Menzel, and opponents who didn't always adhere to
the laws and spirit of the game. The tour culminated in a match at the very stadium which a year
before had witnessed one of sport's greatest spectacles and a sinister public display of...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is the very best function by any writer. It typically will not charge too much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged
this pdf to discover.
-- Clement Sta nton
It is not difficult in read through easier to comprehend. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You may like just how the article writer write this pdf.
-- K r isty Her ma nn
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